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Ethics is about judgment, which is rarely black and white. This highlights some of the ethical dilemmas that face practicing clinicians in their everyday life and restates how useful the General Medical Council guidance is to make appropriate decisions. The authors have faced all eight of the clinical scenarios in this paper in their routine clinical practice.

However, being suspicious is enough and you should not use your lack of evidence as an excuse for ignoring the issue. You might find it difficult to discuss your concerns with the consultant directly, but this should be your first action if possible. What you believe to be the case may have a simple explanation. If you are not satisfied with the response you get from the consultant or do not feel that you can directly address it with him/her then you should inform someone of appropriate authority of your concerns. This may be another consultant for whom you have some regard. It may be helpful to make a confidential file note of all the facts relating to the incident so you have something to help your recall in the future.
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